For Desperately Confused Catholics

By Anna Von Reitz

I am passing along the enlightening messages forwarded to me this morning (see below) that give portends of the massive backlash brewing in the Roman Catholic Church against the so-called “NewChurch” of the Roman Pagan Libertines.

Although I am not Catholic and no longer belong to any incorporated Church at all, I certainly feel for my fellow Followers of Yeshuah who are struggling with the Great Apostasy in churches across America.

When I heard “Pope” Francis condoning sodomy and defending Man/Boy “Love” as a sacrament of the Church last week, I almost threw up. Literally. I was at lunch when I heard it and it was all I could do not to heave.

What “Church” is this, I wondered? The “Church” of raping little boys?

And I was not alone. All those who are “heavy laden”— read and see that the actual Catholic clergy is not standing still for this takeover of their Church.

Expect Bergolio to be gone soon and for an actual new and enlivened church to be standing in the place of the rotten edifice.

Also this week I had to deal with a TEMPLE RECORD of the Church of Latter Day Saints in Arizona. This came to light in the course of one of my Readers doing research and wondering what they were looking at.

This TEMPLE RECORD concerned the Posthumous “baptism” of a Catholic ancestor who lived at the time of the Reformation and the subsequent issuance of both baptismal and birth certificates “for” this ancestor and also concerning the “endowment” of a trust in their NAME in 1934.

It is apparent that the Roman Catholic Church was not the only one playing wide, high, fast and loose with the False Gods of commerce, faking clearinghouse certificates, and laundering money.

It wasn’t enough for LDS to buy, sell, and trade the souls of their current members — they had to literally dig up their current member’s dead ancestors and claim them and sell them, too.
And then tell the gullible members a big song and dance as an excuse to motivate the victims to do all the research work for the perpetrators, too.

Members of LDS were told they could “save” their ancestors by doing this. The cynics saying this didn’t bother to reveal that they meant “save” as in “savings account” for themselves and not in the sense of salvation.

We have the evidence— not only in the form of the “front office” records like these, but also the “back office” records where souls have been traded on stock exchanges.

If I feel nauseous when faced with this, imagine how our Father feels? All these innocent people being lied to, suckered into undisclosed “contracts” and bought and sold by these criminals —-in the name of Jesus?

Hear me when I say— withdraw your support from all incorporated churches, because they aren’t churches any longer. They have been unlawfully converted.

These institutions are rotten and cankered, like pieces of fruit that appear whole and wholesome, but are poisonous and full of worms and decay when you bite into them.

Sacraments of Man/Boy “love”?

Baptizing dead people to make money off them?

No wonder he says he will “spit them out”—!

I feel sick to the stomach just being aware of the filthy things these various “churches” have done and participated in—- but don’t blame our Father for this.

These evils have been done by evil men acting “in the name of“ a just God, in the same way that the filthy politicians in Washington, DC, have “acted” in the name of our States and our Federation.

Look to our Father for the redress and the wisdom to discern all these things and for the strength to take action against them.

Fr. Meeks, Fr Altman, Bishop Strickland, Bishop Vigano, Bishop Tobin have done a great job exposing the apostate pagans. You can't be a CHRISTian and a demoncrat!

Fr. Altman: The blood of babies is 'on the hands' of democrats and Catholic Bishops.

Fr. Altman is a priest from La Crosse, Wisconsin who received national attention for saying that you cannot be a Catholic and vote Democrat. Now, he re-iterates that message by reminding not only Catholics but Christians of all kinds that killing innocent human babies must be considered the top voting priority this election season.

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=v1Th2x_suqU

Catholic Archbishop Viganò: biden/harris win would create new ally for apocalyptic ‘dictatorship of the New World Order’.

The luciferian ascension is the democrat party. There are no CHRISTian democrats.
Texas bishop endorses video claiming faithful Catholics can't support democratic candidates.

Joe Biden isn't a Catholic
Providence Bishop Thomas Tobin stirred up social media with a Tweet claiming that presumptive Democratic presidential nominee Joe Biden isn't a Catholic

"STARING INTO THE ABYSS" by CHRISTian Catholic Priest Edward Meeks, October 11, 2020

Much more at:

Viva Cristo Rey! SHARE IF YOU CARE!!!
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